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INTRODUCTION
w xLet G be a finite group and F be a field. We introduced 3 the set
Ž . Ž . w xS G,F a generalization of the Brauer group Br F . We saw 3 how the
Ž .elements of S G, F can be used to describe the Clifford theory of
irreducible characters. If H is a finite group and J is a normal subgroup of
Ž . w xH with HrJ s G, then for each x g Irr H , there is 3 a corresponding
ww xx Ž . ww xxelement x g S G, F , for an appropriate F. This element x deter-
mines the Clifford theory of x , including all the Schur indices of all the
Ž .relevant characters. The characterization of the elements of S G, F was
w xobtained in some cases in 4, 5, 6 .
In the present paper we consider the case where G is cyclic. We
Ž .characterize the elements of S G, F . Furthermore, given an element of
Ž .S G, F , we explicitly describe the Clifford theory associated with it. That
is we give a parametrization for all the relevant characters, and using this
we describe all their fields of values as well as all their Schur indices.
In a forthcoming paper, we will use this parametrization to describe the
Ž . Ž .Schur indices of all the groups H with SL n, q F H F GL n, q , for any
n and q.
1 Partially supported by a grant from the NSA.
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Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let G be a finite cyclic group.
Ž .Our first result provides a classification of the elements of S G, F in this
Ž .case. Recall that the elements of S G, F are equivalence classes of
central simple G-algebras.
THEOREM A. Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let G be a finite
w xcyclic group, with preferred generator g . Gi¤en any triple Z, a , b , where Z is0
= Ž .a central simple commutati¤e G-algebra, a g F and b g Br F , we may
Ž .construct see Definition 2.6, below a central simple G-algebra which we
w xdenote Z, a , b . Then, for e¤ery central simple G-algebra A o¤er F, there
w xexists some Z, a , b which is equi¤alent to A. In addition, two G-algebras
w x w xZ,a , b and Z , a , b are equi¤alent if and only if both of the following0 0 0
hold:
Ž .1 Z , Z as G-algebras.0
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < y12 Setting I s C Z s C Z and m s I , we ha¤e that aa sG G 0 0
m = Ž .b for some b g F such that b s b br GrI, Z, b .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Here, Br F is the Brauer group of the field F, br GrI, Z, b g Br F
Ž . Ž .and b br GrI, Z, b represents the product in the Brauer group Br F .0
Ž .The element br GrI, Z, b is constructed by a slight generalization of the
usual crossed product. Let KrF be a cyclic Galois extension with Galois
group C, with a preferred generator c g C, and let a g F=. Then one0
may define the crossed product K and C with respect to a , see for
w xexample 1, p. 252 and ff. . The equivalence class of the crossed product
defines an element of the Brauer group which we denote by
br KrF , a g Br F .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Our more general cross product satisfies br KrF, a s br C, K, a , see
Remark 1.8.
Let f be an irreducible character of some finite group. We denote by
w x Ž Ž ..f the element of the Brauer group Br F f determined by f. Hence,
Ž . w xthe Schur index m f of f over F is the order of f as an element ofF
Ž Ž ..the Brauer group Br F f .
Ž .Let x g Irr H , where H is a finite group and J is a normal subgroup
of H and G s HrJ. As mentioned earlier, to x corresponds, in a natural
ww xx Ž .way, an element x of S G, F , where F is any field of characteristic
Ž H Ž ..zero containing Q Res x . Clifford theory is concerned about certainJ
characters related to the given x and J. For each subgroup L, with
J F L F H, the set of relevant irreducible characters is
Irr L, x s c g Irr L ‹ ResL c , ResH x / 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .J J J
Ž . Ž H Ž ..Notice that for all such c , we have Q c = Q Res x . Hence, we willJ
work without loss over the field F instead of Q.
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ww xx Ž .Given x as an element of S G, F , we may enumerate all the
relevant characters of all the intermediate subgroups L between J and H,
their fields of values and their Schur indices, as mentioned above. From
this, we get the following description of the Schur indices of the characters
of the intermediate subgroups.
THEOREM B. Let H be a finite group and let J be a normal subgroup of H.
Assume that HrJ s G is cyclic and let g be a fixed generator for G. Let0
Ž .x g Irr H and let F be a field of characteristic zero that contains all the
H Ž . ww xx Ž .¤alues of Res x . Let x g S G, F be the equi¤alence class of G-alge-J
ww xx w xbras associated with x . By Theorem A, x is represented by Z, a , b , for
an appropriate triple. Let K be the field of ¤alues o¤er F of any irreducible
H Ž . Ž .character in Res x , and let I s C Z be the inertia group. Let L be anyJ G
Ž .subgroup between J and H, and let c g Irr L, x . Then there exists some
=Ž . < < Ž Ž . .b g F c such that b is an I th root of a with I s LrJ l I , and
y1w xc s br K c rF c , b b g Br F c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž ..where the product is in the Brauer group Br F c and b is the image of b
Ž . Ž Ž ..under the extension of scalars map Br F “ Br F c .
Furthermore, if l is any linear character of G, then the b X associated with
GŽ . Ž .the irreducible character Res l c g Irr L, x can be taken to beL
b X s l i b ,Ž .0
where i is the smallest power of g in I.0 0
The Schur indices for each character then follow, for they are simply the
w x Ž Ž ..order of the element c in Br F c .
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF G-ALGEBRAS
We fix the following notation throughout the paper. Let F be a field of
characteristic zero, let F be its algebraic closure and let G be a finite
cyclic group of order n. We let g be a fixed generator of G. For the0
action of an element g g G on an element a g A, a G-algebra, we use
reverse exponential notation ga. We will use some of the notation and
w xterminology introduced in 4, 5, 6 .
Ž . Ž .The set S G, F is a generalization of the Brauer group Br F . First we
define what is meant by a central simple G-algebra A. Simple means, of
course, that it has exactly two G-invariant two sided ideals. Central here
Ž .means that C G s F. We then define which, among those, are tri¤ialZŽ A.
G-algebras. These are the G-algebras E which are just the full F-endo-
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morphism algebra of a non-zero FG-module, with the natural action of G
on E. We say that two central simple G-algebras A and B are equi¤alent
if there exist trivial G-algebras E and EX such that
A m E , B m EX ,
as G-algebras, where the tensor products are over F. This is an equiva-
Ž .lence relation and the set of equivalence classes is denoted by S G, F . In
the case where G s 1, this is just the set of elements of the Brauer group
of F.
If A is a central simple G-algebra over F, we say that an algebraic
structure computed from A is an in¤ariant of A if, up to isomorphism, it
Ž .depends only on the equivalence class of A and not on A itself . An
invariant of A is its inertia group I.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a central simple G-algebra o¤er F. Then the
inertia group I of A is an in¤ariant and it is the following subgroup of G:
I s C Z A .Ž .Ž .G
w xProof. By Definition 3.4 of 4 , there exists a primitive idempotent e of
Ž . Ž .the center Z A of the algebra A, such that setting K s eZ A we have
Ž . w x Ž .I s C K . By Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 in 4 , Z A is a centralG
simple G-algebra and G acts transitively on the primitive idempotents of
Ž . w x Ž .Z A . Hence, by Lemma 1.2 in 4 , Z A is the direct sum of G-conjugates
of K. Hence, as G is commutative, I centralizes each one of these
Ž Ž ..conjugates and it follows that I s C Z A . That I is an invariant followsG
w ximmediately from Proposition 3.5 in 4 .
Ž .Remark 1.2. The center of the algebra Z A is an invariant of A and it
Ž w x.is a commutative central simple G-algebra see Theorem 3.2 in 4 . In our
Ž .case, I is acting trivially on it, so we may view Z A as a Galois extension
of F with Galois group GrI because GrI is acting faithfully and the
Ž .centralizer of the action is exactly F. Z A , of course, need not be a field.
Ž .When viewed as a G-algebra, the invariant Z A also gives us the
inertia group. We now define a still more general invariant, namely the
Ž .centroid, that also carries in it the information of Z A . Let A be a
central simple G-algebra over F. Let I be the inertia group for A. Since I
is a normal subgroup of G in our case, the centroid can be defined as
w xfollows, see Definition 4.3 in 4 . The centroid of A is the following
Ž .structure D s D A . For each g g I, we let
 g 4D s a g A : for all b g A , ab s ba .g
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We define D to be the abstract direct sum D s [ D . Each D is ag gg g I
vector space over F, and we give D its natural G-graded vector space
structure as a direct sum. A direct computation shows that, if h, g g I and
a g D , b g D , then the product ab in A is an element of D . Weh g h g
define the product in D by extending this product bilinearly. Finally,
another computation shows that, if h g G, g g I, a g D , then the resultg
of the action of h on a in A, namely ha, is an element of D . We extendg
this action linearly to an action on D.
Remark 1.3. D is a central fully I-graded G-algebra over F. The
G-subalgebra D of D consisting of the elements of grading 1 is isomor-1
Ž .phic to Z A .
The study of central simple G-algebras is greatly simplified in the
w xpresence of complemented centroids, see Definition 1.6 in 5 . In our
situation, a complement can always be taken to be G.
LEMMA 1.4. Let D be any central fully I-graded G-algebra o¤er F. Then G
is a complement to D.
w x HProof. By Theorem 3.7 in 6 , and its language, b s I. By PropositionD
w x H3.6 in 6 , b acts trivially on D, hence so does I. It then followsD
w ximmediately from Definition 1.6 in 5 , that G is a complement.
Let D be a central fully I-graded G-algebra and I be a subgroup of G.
w xThe following follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 in 5 , bearing in mind
that G is a complement in our case. Let
0  4I s D l C G _ 0Ž .Ž .D h D
hgI
Ž .be the set of non-zero homogeneous elements in C G . LetD
p : I 0 “ I
be the restriction to I 0 of the grading function on the homogeneous
elements of D. Then, I 0 is a group under the multiplication in D and
p
= 01 “ F “ I “ I “ 1
is a short exact sequence. We can use this to make the following definition.
Ž . 2Ž =.Notation 1.5. We will denote by h D the element of H I, F corre-
sponding to the short exact sequence,
p= 01 “ F “ I “ I “ 1.
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Of particular interest is the case where D is the centroid of a central
Ž . Ž . Ž .simple G-algebra A. We set, then, h D s h A . Then, h A is an
Ž .invariant of A because D A is also an invariant.
THEOREM 1.6. Let I be a subgroup of G. Then, e¤ery central fully
I-graded G-algebra D is characterized, up to isomorphism, by D as a1
Ž .G-algebra and h D . Furthermore, the D that occur are exactly all the1
Ž .commutati¤e central simple G-algebras D o¤er F such that C D s I, and,1 G 1
Ž . 2Ž =.for each such, the h s h D that occur are exactly the h g H I, F .
w xProof. Theorem 3.4 in 5 , yield this result directly in our case, since G
itself is a complement, except that it states that the only h that will arise
are those such that the corresponding group extension
p= 01 “ F “ I “ I “ 1,
y1Ž . Ž 0. 0satisfies p I : Z I , i.e., I needs to be abelian. However, since I is
cyclic, it follows that its central extension I 0 is necessarily abelian in all
2 =Ž .cases, and each h g H I, F may be used.
COROLLARY 1.7. Let L be the group of those linear characters of I which
ha¤e ¤alues in the field F. Then the group of automorphisms of the central
fully I-graded G-algebra D is canonically isomorphic to the direct product
GrI = L.
Proof. Let A be the automorphism group of D. Let g g G. Then the
action of g on D induces an automorphism of D because it respects the
grading and the group G is commutative. Hence, we obtain a subgroup of
A isomorphic to GrI. Let l g L. Notice that for each i g I, we have
Ž . = Ž . Ž .l i g F . Then, we define s g A by letting s a s l i a for eachl l i i
homogeneous element a of D of degree i g I, and extending the actioni
linearly. This is an automorphism of D that fixes every element of D .1
Hence, we obtain a subgroup of A of elements that fix D isomorphic to1
L. In fact, as GrI is acting faithfully on D and the two defined actions1
commute, we have a subgroup of A isomorphic to GrI = L. It only
remains to show that every element of A is a product of the action of
some element of GrI and some element of L. Suppose, by way of
contradiction, that s g A but s is not such a product. Since s preserves
the grading, s can be first restricted to an automorphism of D . By1
w xLemma 3.1 in 4 , D is a direct sum of fields and G is acting transitively1
on them. Hence, we may assume without loss that s stabilizes one of
these fields. The further restriction of s to its action on this field is a
Galois automorphism, and it follows that this action can be obtained also
w xfrom the action of some element of G, see Lemma 3.1 in 4 . Hence, we
assume without loss that s fixes every element of this field. Since the
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action of s commutes with the action of G, it follows that s must fix
every element of all the G-conjugates of this field, that is, s fixes every
element of D . In addition, s can also be restricted to an automorphism of1
Ž .the I-graded algebra C G . These automorphisms are all obtained fromD
the elements of L, so we may assume without loss that s fixes both D1
Ž .and C G . As D is the tensor product of the two, it follows that s s 1.D
This contradiction completes the proof of the corollary.
Remarks 1.8. We have chosen a preferred generator g for the group0
G. Similarly, we have preferred generators for the factor groups of G. Now
the second cohomology groups of cyclic groups can be identified with a
certain quotient of the group of units of the field. For example, we have a
Ž . 2Ž =. = Ž =. <G <canonical isomorphism given g H G, F , F r F .0
Let KrF be a cyclic Galois extension with Galois group C with
preferred generator c g C, and let a g F=. Then one may define the0
wcrossed product K(C with respect to a , see for example 1, p. 227 and
x < < 2ff. . With C s m, this is a central simple algebra over F of dimension m
which contains K as a strictly maximal subfield and contains an element
Ž .= y1 Ž . m Žu g K m C such that u du s c d for all d g K and u s a . Note:0
Since our actions are on the left and Pierce’s is on the right, we should
c0 y1Ž . y1 y1Ž . c0define d s c d and we have u du s c d s d for all d g K.0 0
Hence, our u is the same element as his, and our crossed product equals
. Ž .Pierce’s. The equivalence class of K(C in Br F is the element denoted
by
br KrF , a g Br F .Ž . Ž .
More generally, if GrI is acting faithfully on some commutative central
= Žsimple GrI-algebra Z, and we have a g F or, more specifically, we
2Ž =..have some j g H G, F , then we may define analogously the cross
Ž .product Z(GrI of GrI by Z of type a or of type j , see Definition 5.1
w x w xin 5 . By Lemma 5.4 in 5 , this crossed product is a central simple algebra
Ž . Ž . Žover F. Its class in the Brauer group Br F is denoted br GrI, Z, a or
Ž .. = Ž . Ž .br GrI, Z, j . If a g F , we have br G, Z, a s br G, Z, j , where j is
2Ž =.the element of H G, F determined by a . Of course, if KrF is a finite
Ž .cyclic Galois extension of fields and C s Gal KrF and we have fixed a
Ž . Ž .generator c of C, then br C, K, a s br KrF, a in the above notation.0
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let Z be a commutati¤e central simple G-algebra and
assume that G acts faithfully on Z. Then, the map
br G, Z, : H 2 G, F= “ Br FŽ . Ž . Ž .
2Ž =.is a group homomorphism. Furthermore, if j g H G, F , e is any primiti¤e
Ž .idempotent of Z and H s C e , then K s Ze is a Galois extension of FeG
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X 2Ž =.with Galois group H and setting j to be the restriction of j to H H, F ,
we ha¤e
br G, Z, j s br H , K , j X .Ž . Ž .
w xProof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.6 in 5 .
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let Z be a commutati¤e central simple G-algebra and
Ž . Ž . Ž .let I s C Z . Then Sbr G, Z is the set of all br GrI, Z, a , where a runsG
< < =through all the I th roots a of 1 in F .
w xProof. This follows immediately from Definition 5.8 in 5 .
2Ž =.PROPOSITION 1.11. Let I be a subgroup of G. Let h g H I, F , and
= = Ž =. < I <denote by h also an element of F representing the coset of F r F . Then,
Ž . 2Ž =.J h, G is simply the set of elements j g H G, F such that the restriction
2Ž =. Ž .of j to H I, F is h. In other words, the elements of J h, G are exactly
= Ž =. <G < < <those elements of F r F which can be represented by h times some I th
power in F=.
w xProof. This follows immediately from Definition 4.1 in 5 .
THEOREM 1.12. Let F be an infinite field and let G be a finite cyclic group.
Let I be any subgroup of G and let D be any central simple commutati¤e1
faithful GrI-algebra o¤er F. Then there exists a bijection between the set of
Ž . Ž .elements A of S G, F with inertia group I and with D A , D and the set1 1
2Ž =. Ž . Ž .H I, F = Br F rSbr G, D .1
2Ž =.Proof. Let h g H I, F . By Theorem 1.6, there exists exactly one
central simple fully I-graded G-algebra D with its subalgebra of elements
Ž .of grading 1 being isomorphic to D and h D s h. By Lemma 1.4, G is a1
Ž . w xcomplement to D. Pick some j g J h, G . By Theorem 5.3 in 5 , the
equivalence classes of central simple G-algebras A over F such that A
Ž .has inertia group I and D A , D are in one-to-one correspondence with
Ž . Ž .the elements of Br F rSbr G, D via the map1
A “ b A , G, j ,Ž .
w x 2Ž =.see Definition 5.1 in 5 . Choosing a j for each h g H I, F we obtain
the desired bijection.
THEOREM A
w xIn this section we give the definition of Z, a , b and we prove Theo-
rem A.
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DEFINITION 2.1. Given any h g F= we define a central simple G-alge-
Ž .bra E h s E as follows. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over F
Ž .with basis ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Set E s End V , and let f g E be such that1 n F
Ž . Ž . nŽ .f ¤ s ¤ for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 and f ¤ s h¤ . Then f ¤ s h¤ , soi iq1 n 1 i i
f n s h Id . We consider E as a G-algebra underV
g m0 e s f mefym
for all e g E.
= Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let h g F . Then E h s E is a central simple G-alge-
Ž . Ž .bra. The center of E is Z E s F. The centroid D E of E is isomorphic to
the subalgebra of E generated by f with, for each i g Z,
D i E s Ff i.Ž .g 0
Ž . 2Ž =. Ž .h E is the element of H G, F determined by h, and b E, G, h s 1.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that E is a central simple G-alge-
Ž .bra and that Z E s F. By the definition, quoted in Remark 1.2, we have
D i E s Ff iŽ .g 0
Ž .for all i g Z. Hence the centroid D E is as described. It follows, by
Ž . Ž . 2Ž =.Notation 1.5, that h E s h D is the element of H G, F determined
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..by h. Since in our case Z E s D E s F, we have Sbr G, D E s 1 by1 1
Ž .Proposition 1.10. It follows that b E, G, h is a singleton, and since E
Ž .represents the trivial element in the Brauer group Br F , we have
Ž .b E, G, h s 1. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
LEMMA 2.3. Let h g F=, and let T be a tri¤ial G-algebra. Let T be0
isomorphic to T as an algebra, but assume that G fixes e¤ery element of T .0
Then, T is a tri¤ial G-algebra and0
E h m T , E h m T .Ž . Ž . 0
Ž .Proof. Let M be a non-zero FG-module such that T s End M . LetF
e , . . . , e be a basis for M as a vector space over F. Let f : V m M “ V m M1 t
Ž . Ž .be the linear transformation defined by f ¤ m m s f ¤ m g m. Then0
n Ž . g 0 y1f s h Id and, for each a g E h m T , we have a s f af . TheVmM
set ¤ m e , . . . , ¤ m e is linearly independent. Applying repeatedly f to1 1 1 t
jŽ .this set, we find that f ¤ m e for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 and j s 1, . . . , t is a1 i
basis for V m M. Let M be a vector space of dimension t where G acts0
Ž .trivially. Set T s End M . Then, T is a trivial G-algebra. Define f :0 F 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .V m M “ V m M by f ¤ m m s f ¤ m m. Then, the basis we found0 0 0
shows that V m M is isomorphic to V m M and that under this isomor-0
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phism f corresponds to f . Hence0
E h m End M , E h m End MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .F F 0
as G-algebras. Since M and M have the same dimension, it follows that,0
Ž . Ž .as algebras, End M , End M . The lemma follows.F F 0
LEMMA 2.4. Let Y be a commutati¤e central simple G-algebra o¤er F,
< <where G is a cyclic group generated by g, G acts faithfully on Y and G s n.
= Ž .Let h g F , and set E s E h . Then Y m E is naturally a G-algebra and
Ž .C G is isomorphic to the crossed product of Y (G of Y and G withYmE
y1 Ž . Ž y1 .respect to h . In particular, C G represents the element br G, Y, hYmE
Ž .of Br F .
Proof. Since Y is a commutative central simple G-algebra and G is
acting faithfully on Y, Y is isomorphic, as an FG-module, to the regular
w xrepresentation, see Lemma 3.1 in 4 . If we tensor E with the algebraically
closed field F we see that, as an FG-module, F m Y m E is isomorphic to
the tensor product of two G-modules, one of them the regular module, so
2 Ž .it is a direct sum of n regular modules. So the dimension of C GYmE
over F is n2. The powers of f , namely f , f 2, . . . , f n are linearly indepen-
Ž .dent. They generate a subalgebra of C G of dimension n. ForYmE
i s 1, . . . , n, define
e : V “ Vi
to be the idempotent of E associated with the ith coordinate with respect
Ž .to the basis. Hence, e ¤ s d ¤ . Notice that e e s d e andi j i j i i j i j i
g e ¤ s fe fy1 ¤ s d ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j jŽ iq1. iq1
and ge s e , where the i q 1 is taken modulo n. Define the mapi iq1
f : Y “ Y m E,
n
iy1f l s g l m e .Ž . Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž . Ž . g Ž . n iŽ .Then f is injective and f Y : C G because f l s Ý , g l mYmE is1
Ž . Ž .e s f l . Furthermore, f is F-linear, f 1 s 1, and, for l, m g Y,iq1
n n
iy1 iy1f l f m s g l m e g m m eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi iž / ž /
is1 is1
n
iy1s g lm m e s f lm .Ž . Ž .Ý i
is1
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Ž .So f is an algebra monomorphism and Y and f Y are isomorphic as
algebras.
n
y1 iy1 y11 m f f l 1 m f s 1 m f g l m e 1 m fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý iž /
is1
n
iy1s g l m eŽ .Ý iq1
is1
n
iy2 y1s g l m e s f g l .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i
is1
y1 Ž .Setting u s 1 m f , f Y and u generate a central simple F-algebra
isomorphic to Y (G with respect to hy1. Since this algebra has dimension
2 Ž .n , it is all of C G . This completes the proof of the lemma.YmE
LEMMA 2.5. Let Z be a commutati¤e central simple G-algebra o¤er F,
< < Ž .where G is a cyclic group generated by g and G s n. Set I s C Z . Let L0 G
=w x Ž .be a subgroup of G and set p s G : L l I . Let h g F and set E s E h .
Ž .Now Z m E is naturally a G-algebra. Set C s C L . Let e be a primiti¤eZmE
Ž .idempotent of Z C . Then the following hold:
pŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . w x. Ž1 eZ C s e C L m F f is a field and, in particular, e 1 mZ
yp . Ž .f g eZ C .
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž w p x.2 eZ C Z m 1 s e Z m F f is a commutati¤e central simple
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lr L l I -algebra o¤er eZ C where Lr L l I acts faithfully.
Ž . Ž .3 eC is a central simple algebra o¤er eZ C which represents the
p ypŽ Ž . Ž w x. Ž .. Ž Ž ..element br Lr L l I , e Z m F f , e 1 m f g Br eZ C .
< <Proof. Let m s L and let h be the smallest power of g in L. Let0 0
W be a vector space over F with basis w , . . . , w , and let W be a vector0 1 m 1
Ž . Ž .space of dimension nrm over F. Set E s End W and E s End W ,0 F 0 1 F 1
Ž .and let f g E be such that f w s w for i s 1, . . . , m y 1, and0 0 0 i iq1
Ž .f w s hw . Setting the action of h on E to be conjugation by f , E0 m 1 0 0 0 0
is an L-algebra, and we let L act trivially on E . There is an isomorphism1
V , W m W such that f n r m is sent to f m Id . It follows that0 1 0 W1
E , E m E0 1
p n0as L-algebras. Under this isomorphism f is sent to f m Id , where0 W1
w x w xn s pmrn. Notice that, setting I s L l I, since G : I s p and G : L0
w xs nrm, we have that L : I s n . As L-algebras,0
Z m E , Z m E m E ,0 1
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and we use this to identify the two L-algebras. In particular, we view
n0 Ž .C : Z m E m E . We have that 1 m f m 1 g Z C , since conjugation by0 1 0
n0w xit amounts to the action of the generator of I on C. The subalgebra F f0
w xŽ m r n0 .of E is isomorphic to F X X y h and is semisimple. Let e be the0 0
w n0 x Ž . w n0 xprimitive idempotent of F f such that e 1 m e m 1 s e. Now e F f0 0 0 0
w n0 xis a field and e W is a vector space over e F f and, as such, it has basis0 0 0 0
w n0 xe w , . . . , e w . The map f : W “ W restricts to an e F f -linear map0 1 0 n 0 0 0 0 00
Ž .e W “ e W , which we denote also by f . It satisfies f e w s e w0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 iq1
Ž . Ž . Ž n0. n0for i s 1, . . . , mrn y 1 and f e w s e f e w , where e f g0 0 0 n 0 0 0 1 0 00w n0 xe F f . Set0 0
E s End n e W .Ž .02 e F w f x 0 00 0
Then E is an LrI-algebra in a natural way, and, furthermore, as such, we2
have
E s e C I .Ž .2 0 E0
Hence
1 m e m 1 C I s Z m E m E .Ž . Ž .0 ZmE mE 2 10 1
n0Ž . w x Ž .Now set Z s C LrI m F f m 1. Clearly Z : Z C and Z is0 Z 0 0 0
w x Ž .semisimple since it follows from Lemma 1.2 in 4 that C LrI isZ
semisimple. Let e be the primitive idempotent of Z such that ee s e1 0 1
Ž . Ž w n0 x .and e 1 m e m 1 s e . Then e Z is a field and e Z m F f m 1 is a1 0 1 1 0 1 0
central simple commutative LrI-algebra over e Z on which LrI acts1 0
faithfully.
Ž w n0 x .The field e Z contains e 1 m F f m 1 which is a field isomorphic1 0 1 0
n0w x Ž Ž . . Žto e F f . Likewise, e C L m E m 1 contains the subalgebra e 1 m0 0 1 Z 2 1
.E m 1 isomorphic to E . Set2 2
e C L m E m 1 s E .Ž .Ž .1 Z 2 3
Then E is an LrI-algebra over e Z and is isomorphic to the full set of3 1 0
e Z -endomorphisms of the vector space1 0
e Z m n e W .01 0 e F w f x 0 00 0
This means that E satisfies, up to isomorphism, Definition 2.1 with3
n0Žrespect to the acting group LrI, the field e Z , and the element e 1 m f1 0 1 0
n0. Ž w x .m 1 g e Z . The central simple LrI-algebra e Z m F f m 1 over1 0 1 0
e Z commutes with E , a central simple algebra over e Z . It follows, as1 0 3 1 0
Ž . Ž w n0 x .e Z m E m 1 is generated by e Z m F f m 1 and E and the ab-1 2 1 0 3
stract tensor product of the last two is a central simple LrI-algebra, that
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Ž . Ž w n0 xe Z m E m 1 is isomorphic to the abstract tensor product e Z m F f1 2 1 0
. Ž .m 1 m E . By Lemma 2.4, C LrI is isomorphic to the cross3 e ŽZmE m1.1 2
n yn0 0Ž w x . Ž .product of e Z m F f m 1 and LrI with respect to e 1 m f m 11 0 1 0
Ž .over the field e Z . Hence, we have that C LrI is isomorphic1 0 e ŽZmE mE .1 2 1
Ž w n0 x .to the tensor product of E with the cross product of e Z m F f m 11 1 0
yn 0Ž .and LrI with respect to e 1 m f m 1 . In particular, the center of1 0
Ž . Ž .C LrI is the field e Z , and C LrI is a centrale ŽZmE mE . 1 0 e ŽZmE mE .1 2 1 1 2 1
n0Ž Ž w xsimple algebra over e Z representing the element br LrI, e Z m F f1 0 1 0
. Ž yn 0 ..m 1 , e 1 m f m 1 . Now1
e g e Z C s Z e C s Z C L s Z C LrI .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /1 1 e ŽZmE mE . e ŽZmE mE .1 0 1 1 2 1
It follows that e s e . Furthermore,1
eC s C LrIŽ .e ŽZmE mE .1 2 1
and
eZ C s Z C LrI s e Z .Ž . Ž .ž /e ŽZmE mE . 1 01 2 1
Ž . Ž yp . Ž yn 0 . Ž . Ž .Hence, eZ C is a field and e 1 m f s e 1 m f m Id g eZ C , so 10
Ž .Ž .holds. Furthermore, eZ C Z m 1 is simply the central simple commuta-
n0Ž w x . Ž .tive LrI-algebra e Z m F f m 1 over e Z s eZ C where LrI acts1 0 1 0
Ž .faithfully, whence 2 holds. Finally, eC is a central simple algebra over
Ž . Ž Ž . Že Z s eZ C , which represents the element br Lr L l I , e Z m1 0
w p x. Ž yp .. Ž Ž ..F f , e 1 m f g Br eZ C , as desired. This concludes the proof of
the lemma.
w xDEFINITION 2.6. Given any triple Z, a , b , where Z is a central simple
= Ž .commutative G-algebra over F, a g F and b g Br F , we define a
w xcentral simple G-algebra which we denote Z, a , b as follows. Let D be a
division algebra over F representing b, which we take to be a G-algebra by
letting G act trivially on it. Then, we set
w xZ, a , b s Z m E a m D ,Ž .
where all the tensors are over F.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let Z be a central simple commutati¤e G-algebra,
= Ž . Ž . w xa g F and b g Br F . We set I s C Z and q s G : I . Then A sG
w x Ž .Z, a , b is a central simple G-algebra. The center of A is Z A , Z. The
centroid of A is isomorphic to the subalgebra of A generated by Z and f q, with,
for each i g Z,
D q i A s Z m f q i m 1.Ž .g 0
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Ž . 2Ž =.h s h A is the element of H I, F determined by a . If we let j be the
2Ž =. Ž . Ž .element of H G, F determined by a , then j g J h, G and b A, G, j
Ž .s b Sbr GrI, Z .
Ž .Proof. Since Z, E a and D are central simple G-algebras and
Ž Ž .. Ž .Z E a s F and Z D s F, A is a central simple G-algebra with center
Z m 1 m 1 isomorphic to Z. It follows from the definition, quoted in
Remark 1.2, that
D q i A s Z m f q i m 1Ž .g 0
Ž .for all i g Z. Hence, the centroid D A is as described. It follows, by
Ž . Ž Ž .. 2Ž =.Notation 1.5, that h s h A s h D A is the element of H I, F
Ž .determined by a . By Proposition 1.11, j g J h, G . It then follows from
Ž . Ž w x.the definition of b A, G, j see Definition 5.1 in 5 that
b A , G, j s b Sbr GrI , Z ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .because the G-algebra E a m D represents b g Br F as a central
simple algebra over F.
THEOREM A. Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let G be a finite
cyclic group, with preferred generator g . Then, for e¤ery central simple0
w xG-algebra A o¤er F, there exists some Z, a , b which is equi¤alent to A. In
w x w xaddition, two G-algebras Z, a , b and Z , a , b are equi¤alent if and only0 0 0
if both of the following hold:
Ž .1 Z , Z as G-algebras.0
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < y12 Setting I s C Z s C Z and m s I , we ha¤e that aa sG G 0 0
m = Ž .b for some b g F such that b s b br GrI, Z, b .0
Proof. Let A be any central simple G-algebra. Let I be its inertia
Ž .group. By Remark 1.2, Z A is a commutative central simple G-algebra.
Ž . Ž .We set Z s Z A . By Lemma 1.4, G is a complement to D A . We set
Ž . Ž .h s h A . By Proposition 1.11, J h, G is simply the set of elements
2Ž =. 2Ž =.j g H G, F such that the restriction of j to H I, F is h. Pick some
Ž .j g J h, G . Then, j is identified, under the isomorphism mentioned in
= Ž =. <G < =Remark 1.8, with some element of F r F . We let a g F be a
Ž .representative of this coset. Let b g Br F be a representative of
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xb A, G, j g Br F rSbr G, Z . By Proposition 2.7, A and Z, a , b have
w x w xthe same invariants. So by Theorem 5.3 in 5 , A is equivalent to Z, a , b .
w xNow let Z , a , b be also given, where Z is a central simple commu-0 0 0 0
= Ž . w xtative G-algebra, a g F and b g Br F . Since the center of Z , a , b0 0 0 0 0
is isomorphic to Z , if Z ‘ Z then the two central simple G-algebras in0 0
question are not equivalent, and the theorem holds in this case. Hence,
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Ž . Ž . < <we assume Z s Z . We set I s C Z s C Z and m s I . Next0 G G 0
Žw x. = Ž =. < I <h Z , a , b is identified with the coset of a in F r F . Hence, if0 0 0 0
aay1 is not an mth power in F, then the two central simple G-algebras0
are not equivalent, and again the theorem holds in this case. Hence, let
aay1 s b m for some b g F=. Each of a and a determines the same0 0
2Ž =. 2Želement h g H I, F . However, a determines an element j g H G,
=. 2Ž =.F and a determines an element j g H G, F and we have that0 0
Ž .j , j g J h, G but j and j may well be different. Notice that b is0 0
uniquely defined up to mth roots of 1 in F=. Hence, as b runs through its
Ž .possible values, b br Z, GrI, b runs through the elements of a coset in
Ž . Ž .Br F r Sbr G, Z , see Propositions 1.9 and 1.10. Hence, it only remains to
Žw x . Ž y1 . Ž .show that b Z, a , b , G, j s b br GrI, Z, b Sbr G, Z , for some b g0
F= such that b m s aay1.0
w xBy Theorem 4.8 in 5 , there exists some central simple G-algebra B
Ž . Ž . w xsuch that its inertia group is G, Z B s F, h B s j and Z, a , b is0
equivalent to Z m B. By the above, we may replace B by an equivalent
w X x X Ž .G-algebra of the form F, a , b for some appropriate b g Br F . By0
w x Žw x . X Ž .Definition 5.1 and Theorem 5.3 in 5 , b Z, a , b , G, j s b Sbr G, Z .0
w x w X x w xAs Z, a , b is equivalent to Z m F, a , b , we also have that Z, a , b m0
Ž y1 . w X x Ž y1 . Ž . Ž y1 .E a is equivalent to Z m F, a , b m E a . Since E a m E a0 0 0 0
Ž y1 . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .is equivalent to E aa and E a m E a is equivalent to E 1 , see0 0 0
w x w y1 x w X xCorollary 5.4 in 5 , we have that Z, aa , b is equivalent to Z m F, 1, b .0
Hence, there exist trivial G-algebras T and T such that0 1
Z m E aay1 m D m T , Z m E 1 m DX m T ,Ž .Ž .0 0 1
where D is a division algebra representing b and DX is a division algebra
representing bX. By Lemma 2.3, we assume without loss that G acts fixing
every element of both T and T . Let C be the centralizer of G on the0 1
Ž .G-algebra on the right. Let f be as in Definition 2.1, as it applies to E 1 .
p Ž . Ž p.mThen 1 m f m 1 m 1 g Z C , and, as f s 1, we may select a primi-
Ž . Ž p . Žtive idempotent e of Z C such that e 1 m f m 1 m 1 s e 1 m 1 m 1 m
. Ž .1 . Notice that C s C G m D m T , so we may view e, also as aZmEŽ1. 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .primitive idempotent of Z C G . By Lemma 2.5 1 , eZ C sZmEŽ1.
Ž Ž . w p x . Ž .e C G m F f m 1 m 1 s F. By Lemma 2.5 3 , eC is a central simpleZ
Ž . X Xalgebra over F, and it represents the element br GrI, Z, 1 b s b . Since C
Ž y1 .is isomorphic to the centralizer of G in Z m E aa m D m T , we see,0 0
Ž . Ž y1 .again by Lemma 2.5 3 , that C also represents br GrI, Z, b b, where b
Ž . m y1is some element of Z C s F such that b s aa . Hence,0
X w x y1b Sbr G, Z s b Z, a , b , G, j s b br GrI , Z, b Sbr G, Z ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0
as desired. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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SOME INVARIANTS FOR ALGEBRAS ARISING FROM
CLIFFORD THEORY
Let A be a central simple G-algebra over F. Then, by Theorem A, A is
w xequivalent to Z, a , b for appropriate Z, a and b. Proposition 2.7 de-
scribes the invariants of A in terms of Z, a and b. We now look at the
special case where A is obtained from the Clifford theory of some
character of some finite group with cyclic quotient G. The information
contained in Z and a is closely connected to some character theoretical
Clifford theory invariants. We begin with some general results that will be
useful in the proof of the main result of the section, as well as later.
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a finite group and let r : FX “ End M be aF
representation of X o¤er the field F, with M / 0. Let e be the central
idempotent of FX which is the sum of all primiti¤e central idempotents f of FX
Žobtained as follows. Let c be any irreducible character of X whose ¤alues are
.in F and suppose c is contained in the character afforded by the module M.
Associated with the Galois conjugacy class of c o¤er F, there is a primiti¤e
Ž .central idempotent f of Z FX . Therefore, e is the sum of all the distinct f thus
Ž . Ž .obtained. Then r e is a central idempotent of End M and, furthermore,F X
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..r restricts to an isomorphism between eZ FX and r e Z End M .F X
Proof. Use induction on the dimension of M over F. Suppose c is an
irreducible character of X, contained in the character afforded by M, and
Ž . Ž .let f be the idempotent of Z FX associated to it. Suppose that r 1 y f
Ž ./ 0. Then, M s fM [ 1 y f M, and the result follows easily by in-
Ž .duction. Hence, assume r 1 y f s 0. It follows that the irreducible
characters contained in the character afforded by M are only the Galois
conjugates of c . Hence, e s f is a primitive central idempotent of FX.
The result is a consequence of the double centralizer theorem in this case.
Hence the result holds in all cases.
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a finite group and let r : FX “ End M be aF
representation of X o¤er the field F. Let c be some irreducible character of X
Ž .whose ¤alues are in F and suppose c is contained in the character afforded
by the module M. Let e be the primiti¤e central idempotent of FX associated
Ž .with the Galois conjugacy class of c . Then r e is a primiti¤e central
Ž .idempotent of End M and furthermore, c determines in a natural way anF X
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .F-isomorphism between r e Z End M and F c . This pro¤ides a one-F X
to-one correspondence between the irreducible characters of X contained in the
Ž .character afforded by M and the set of pairs f , s , where f is a primiti¤e
Ž .central idempotent of End M and s is an F-monomorphism fromF X
Ž Ž ..fZ End M into F.F X
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Ž .Proof. The restriction of r yields an isomorphism eZ FX “
Ž . Ž Ž ..r e Z End M , by Lemma 3.1. Hence it is enough to show thatF X
Ž . Ž .eZ FX and F c are naturally isomorphic. The central character v ,c
Ž . Ž . Ž .given by v c s c c rc 1 on conjugacy class sums c is an F-algebrac
Ž . Ž .map v : Z FX “ F. Restrict it to a map f : eZ FX “ F. Now f is anc
injective F-algebra homomorphism, and its image is easily seen to be
Ž .F c . Different Galois conjugates yield different F-algebra monomor-
phisms. Hence the lemma.
Remark 3.3. Keep the notation of Lemma 3.2, and let c be an
irreducible character contained in the character afforded by M, and let
Ž . Ž Ž ..f , s be its corresponding pair. For each element a g Z End M weF X
have
s fa s v ry1 a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .c
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .where r a g Z FX is any preimage of a under r, and v : Z FG “ Fc
is the central character corresponding to c . This is simply because vc
Ž . Ž .vanishes on 1 y e Z FX .
We are ready to turn to the main result of the section. Let H be a finite
group and let J be a normal subgroup of H with G s HrJ being cyclic.
Ž . w x Ž .Then H, J is a group pair, see Definition 3.2 in 3 . Let x g Irr H . We
H Ž . Ž .assume F contains all the values of Res x . Let r : G “ End M be aJ F
representation of G. Assume that the module M is x-quasihomogeneous,
w xsee Definition 3.2 in 3 . This just means that M / 0 and if the character
H Ž . H Ž .afforded by M is c then Res c is a rational multiple of Res x . TheJ J
Ž .algebra A s End M is a central simple G-algebra, see Proposition 3.3F J
w x ww xx Ž . ww xxin 3 . It defines an equivalence class x g S G, F . The element x
determines the Clifford theory of x with respect to J. By Theorem A,
ww xx w xx is equivalent to Z, a , b for appropriate Z, a and b. By Proposition
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž =. < I <2.7, D A s Z, I s C Z , and h A is simply a modulo F . We now1 G
Ž =. < I <describe Z, I and a modulo F in terms of character theoretical
Clifford invariants. In the fifth section, we will see that the remaining
invariant b is closely related to the set of Schur indices of the irreducible
characters involved.
H Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let c be an irreducible character contained in Res x .J
Ž .Let I be the inertia group of c . Let K s F c be the field of character ¤alues0
of c . As is well known, a subgroup H rI of HrI is acting naturally as the0 0 0
Galois group of the extension KrF. The field K and the action on it do not
depend on the particular character c chosen. Let i be the smallest power of0
g represented by an element of I . Among all the elements of H that represent0 0
Ž .the coset i there will be at least one, j say, such that x j / 0. We set0 0 0
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Ž . < I0 r J < =a s x j . We ha¤e that a g F and that a is uniquely determined0 0 0 0
< < =up to I rJ th powers in F . Furthermore, the following hold.0
Ž .1 I s I rJ.0
Ž .2 Z is the G-algebra induced from the H rJ-algebra K.0
Ž . < < =3 a is a up to I th powers in F .0
Proof. Since x is irreducible, all the possible c are conjugate under
Ž .the action of H. Hence, F c is independent of the choice of c . Let H0
be the subgroup of H of all elements that send c to any of its Galois
conjugates. Since G is abelian, H is a normal subgroup of H, H rI acts0 0 0
Ž Ž . . Ž .as the Galois group Gal F c rF , and the action of H rI on F c is0 0
independent of c . We let c be the unique irreducible character of I0 0
H Ž .which when restricted to J contains c and such that Ind c s x , whichI 00
exists by Clifford theory.
Ž .Suppose x j s 0 for all j g H representing the coset i . Let k be0 0 0
the characteristic function of the coset i in I . Then we may write k as a0 0
linear combination Ý m l, where m g F and not all are 0. Eachlg IrrŽ I r J . l l0
l is a linear character, so we may extend it to a linear character l of H.0
H Ž .Let k s Ý m l . Then, of course, Res k s k . Now, since x0 lg IrrŽ I r J . l 0 I 00 0
Ž .vanishes outside I I is normal , we have that k x s 0. Hence,0 0 0
0 s k x s m l Ind H c s m IndH lc .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 l 0 I 0 l I 00 0
Ž . Ž .lgIrr I rJ lgIrr I rJ0 0
H Ž .However, each Ind lc is a distinct irreducible character of H. Hence,I 00
the equality contradicts the linear independence of irreducible characters.
Ž .Therefore, there is some j g i for which x j / 0.0 0 0
Ž .Let f g Gal FrF . Then the composition f ( x is an irreducible char-
H Ž .acter of H and its restriction to J is Res x . It follows from some simpleJ
Ž .Clifford theory that there exists some linear character l g Irr HrJ suchf
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .that f ( x s l x . Hence, for each h g H, f x h s l h x h . There-f f
Ž . < I0 r J < =fore, x j g F . Furthermore, if j g i is another element such that0 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < I0 r J <x j / 0, then x j rx j g F, and it follows that x j is uniquely1 0 1 0
< < =determined up to I rJ th powers in F .0
Let F be a finite Galois extension of F which is a splitting field for x .0
Let M be an F H-module affording the character x . We let M be the0 0
module obtained from the same underlying set as M but the action0
H Ž .restricted to only FG. Then, since the character values of Res x are allJ
in F, M is a x-quasihomogeneous module for G over F. Since the
Ž .invariants are the same, we may assume without loss that A s End MF J
where M is the module we just constructed.
H Ž .By Lemma 3.2, the irreducible characters c of J contained in Res xJ
Ž .are in one-to-one correspondence with the pairs e, f where e is primitive
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Ž . Ž .idempotent of Z A and f is an F-monomorphisms from eZ A into F.
Now G s HrJ acts in a natural way on this set of pairs, and H rJ is the0
stabilizer of the first coordinate, and I rJ is the stabilizer of both coordi-0
Ž .nates. However, I rJ now acts trivially on Z A . Hence, by Proposition0
1.1, I s I rJ.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now D A s Z A . Let e, f be the pair corresponding to c . Then, by1
w x Ž .Theorem 3.2 in 4 , Z A is the direct sum of the distinct G conjugates of
Ž . Ž . Ž .eZ A . Furthermore, eZ A is isomorphic to K. It follows that Z A is
isomorphic to the G-algebra induced from the H rJ-algebra K.0
Ž .Let r : F H “ End M denote the representation homomorphism0 0 F 00
of F H on M , and let r be the restriction of r to FH, that is the0 0 0
representation homomorphism of FH on M. By the above, there exists
Ž .some j g i such that x j / 0. Let S g FG be the conjugacy class sum0 0 0
of j as an element of H. Since M is irreducible as an F H-module, we0 0 0
Ž . Ž . =have that r S s q x j Id , for some positive rational q g F . We set0 0 M0
Ž . Ž . i0S s r S s r S . Notice that S g A. If b g A, then by definition b s0 0 0
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . i0 Ž .r j br j , and it follows that r j b s br j . Since the action of0 0 0 0
Ž .r H is trivial on A, a similar equation holds for each representative
element of i . Taking a sum of these equations we obtain S b si0 bS ,0 0 0
Ž .which means that S g D A . Since S is a conjugacy class sum, G is0 i0
n Ž . Ž .nacting trivially on S . Now for each n, we have S g D A l C G . This0 0 i A0
then describes the extension of Notation 1.5. Up to equivalence, it is
< I < Ž .determined by S as a scalar multiple of the identity. Hence, h A is0
Ž Ž .. < I < < < = Ž .given by q x j up to I th powers in F . This means that h A is0
Ž . < I < < < = < <given by x j up to I th powers in F . Hence, a is a up to I th0 0
=powers in F . This completes the proof of the theorem.
FIELDS OF VALUES
Ž . Ž .Let H, J be, as before, a group pair with HrJ s G, let x g Irr H ,
Ž .and assume that F is a field of characteristic zero containing all the
GŽ . ww xx Ž .values of Res x . As described above, x g S G, F . Associated withJ
ww xx Žww xx.the equivalence class x is D s D x , which is defined up to isomor-
ww xxphism. D is an I-graded G-algebra. We want to describe, from x only,
for each irreducible character in the Clifford theory of x , its field of values
and its Schur index. As these will depend on the particular character in
question, we begin by giving a convenient parametrization of these charac-
ters. For each subgroup L, with J F L F H, the set of relevant irreducible
characters is
Irr L, x s c g Irr L ‹ ResL c , ResH x / 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .J J J
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Ž .The elements of Irr L, x can be enumerated, using D only, as follows.
However, the one-to-one correspondence depends on a chosen isomor-
Ž Ž ..phism of D with D End M for some actual x-quasihomogeneousF J
FH-module M. By Corollary 1.7, the choice of this isomorphism is severely
limited.
THEOREM 4.1. Let J F L F H and set L s LrJ F G. Set S to be the
Ž .sum of D for l g L l I and Z s C L . Thenl L S
< I l L <w xZ , C L m F X r X y a .Ž . Ž .L Z F
w xHere Z is a G-algebra o¤er F, graded by L l I, and F X denotes theL
< I l L <Ž .F-algebra of polynomials in one ¤ariable, and X y a the ideal in it
< I l L <w x Ž .generated by the gi¤en polynomial. The algebra F X r X y a is graded
by L l I, assigning to the class of X as grading the smallest power of g in0
Ž .L l I. Furthermore, Irr L, x is in one-to-one correspondence with the pairs
Ž .e, f , where e is a primiti¤e idempotent of Z , and f : eZ ‹ F is anL L
Ž .F-monomorphism. We denote by c the character corresponding to e, f .Ž e, f .
Ž .The field of ¤alues of c is simply the image f eZ .Ž e, f . L
Proof. Let N be a x-quasi-homogeneous module over F. Let P be the
free FG-module of rank one, that is the regular module. We denote by r :
Ž .FG “ End P the corresponding representation. We also view P as anF
H-module. Set M s N m P. Then M is a x-quasi-homogeneous module
affording a character that vanishes on each element of H not in J. The
Ž .elements of Irr L, x are precisely the irreducible characters contained in
Ž .the character afforded by M restricted to L. We set A s End M ,F J
Ž . Ž .B s End N , and T s End P . Then both A and B are representa-F J F J
ww xxtives of the equivalence class x , T is a trivial G-algebra and A s B m T.
It follows directly from the definition of D that, for each g g I, we haveg
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D A s D B m r g . As the r g for g g G are linearly independent,g g
Ž .it follows that the sum of D A for g g I when viewed as subspaces of Ag
Ž .is still direct. So the sum is naturally isomorphic to D A , and we view
Ž .D A as a subalgebra of A in what follows.
Ž . Ž .By Theorem 1.6, D A is isomorphic to D A m Q where Q is an1
< <I-graded algebra of dimension I determined by a . Here GrI is acting on
Ž . Ž .D A s Z but is acting trivially on Q. The subalgebra S of D A of those1
elements whose gradings are only in the subgroup L is isomorphic to
Ž .D A m Q , where Q is the I l L-graded algebra determined by a .1 0 0
Hence,
< I l L <w xC L s Z , C L m F X r X y a .Ž . Ž . Ž .S L Z F
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Notice that, from the definition of the action of G on A, it follows that
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..C L s End M , whence Z C L s Z End M . Our next goal isA FL A FL
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ...to show that Z C L s Z . By Lemma 3.2, dim Z End M is theA L F FL
number of distinct irreducible characters contained in the restriction to L
of the character afforded by M. Hence, by some Clifford theory, this
2< < < < < < < < Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .dimension is G I l L r I L . Hence, dim Z C L s dim Z .F A F L
Ž .Furthermore, by the definition of the grading, S commutes with C L .A
Ž . Ž Ž ..Hence, C L : Z End M . Hence, by our dimension calculation, itS FL
Ž . Ž Ž ..follows that Z s C L s Z C L .L S A
Ž Ž ..Now, since Z s Z End M , the theorem follows directly fromL FL
Lemma 3.2.
Remark 4.2. As seen from the proof of Theorem 4.1, the exact one-to-
one correspondence between characters and pairs described in it depends
on the choice of a particular isomorphism. Namely, in the above notation,
Ž .the isomorphism between D and D A . Hence, we have possibly different
bijections for each element of the automorphism group of D. Corollary 1.7
above describes the automorphisms of D. As it turns out, the choice of
isomorphism is irrelevant for the description of the field of definition of
the characters parametrized by the previous theorem. However, to de-
scribe the Schur indices we will need to take into account the choice of
isomorphism, see the next section, Schur indices.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Keep the notation of the pre¤ious theorem. Let cŽ e, f .
Ž .be the irreducible character of L corresponding to e, f . Then L has the
normal subgroup J, and so we can describe the Clifford theory of c by anŽ e, f .
L Lww xx Ž . Ž Ž ..element c g S L, K , where K s F Res c . Then K s KŽ e, f . 0 0 J Ž e, f . 0
is the fixed field of K under the Galois action that arises from the subgroup L
Žof H only a subgroup of the projection LrI of L into GrI is really acting as
. ww xxGalois automorphisms of K and c can be represented by the L-alge-Ž e, f .
Ž .bra fA in an appropriate sense, where f is the primiti¤e idempotent of C LZ
ww xxsuch that fe s e. Furthermore, the inertia group of c is L l I, andŽ e, f .
D c , fD AŽ .[Ž .Ž e , f . l
lgLlI
Ž .is the sum of all the homogeneous elements of D A whose grading is in L l I
times the idempotent f.
Ž .Proof. The semisimple commutative algebra C L is a subalgebra ofZ
Ž .Z , which in turn is a subalgebra of D A , itself a subalgebra of A. Since eL
is a primitive idempotent of Z , then f exists and is unique. It is a centralL
Ž .idempotent of A s End M . Consider the module fM. Since, f com-F J
Ž .mutes with L, it is an L-module over F and End fM , fA. By Theo-F J
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Ž . Ž .rem 3.4, Z A is a direct sum of copies of K and C L is a direct sum ofZ
L Ž . Ž .copies of K s K . Hence, the F-homomorphism z ‹ f ez from fC L0 Z
Ž .“ F provides an F-isomorphism from C L to K . Using this, weZŽ f A. 0
view fA as an algebra over K and, similarly, fM as a L-module over K .0 0
Now, with this structure, fA is a central simple L-algebra over K and, fM0
is a c -quasihomogeneous module over K . Hence, the L-algebra fAŽ e, f . 0
ww xx ww xxover K is a representative of c . The inertia group of c is0 Ž e, f . Ž e, f .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..then C Z fA s C fZ A s L l I. Furthermore, for l g L l I, weL L
Žww xx. Ž . Žww xx.have D c s fD A . The indicated form for D c follows.l Ž e, f . l Ž e, f .
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Furthermore, the field of values can also be described in the follow-
ing way.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let K s K L be the fixed field of K under the Galois0
Žaction that arises from the subgroup L of H only a subgroup of the projection
.LrI of L into GrI is really acting as Galois automorphisms of K . Let
<Ž . <m s I l L rJ , and let k be the smallest power of g represented by an0 0 0
Ž .element of I l L. Let f g Irr L, x . Among all the elements of L that0
Ž .represent the coset k there will be at least one, k say, such that f k / 0.0 1 1
Ž . m = mWe set b s f k . We ha¤e that b g K and that b is a up to mth1 0
powers in K=. Furthermore, the field of definition of f is0
F f s K b .Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .As f runs o¤er Irr L, x , K f runs o¤er the full set of the extensions of K0
by mth roots of a .
Proof. Proposition 4.3 provides the Clifford theory associated with f. It
tells us that it is a Clifford theory over the field K . We then apply0
Theorem 3.4 to this Clifford theory. It yields the existence of k , and1
Ž .therefore also of b s f k / 0. Furthermore, it follows from Proposition1
Žww xx. =4.3, that h f can be represented by the same element a g F as is
Žww xx. m =h x . Hence, by Theorem 3.4, b g K is equal to a up to mth0
powers in K=. Furthermore, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4, that0
any Galois automorphism fixing K and also b will also fix all values of f.0
Ž . Ž .Hence, F f s K b . If l is any mth root of 1, there exists a linear0
character of L which, when multiplied times f, yields an irreducible
character having value lb at k . The field of values of this new irreducible0
Ž . Ž . Ž .character is now K lb . Hence, as f runs over Irr L, x , K f runs over0
the full set of the extensions of K by mth roots of a , as desired. This0
completes the proof of the corollary.
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SCHUR INDICES
Keep the meaning of G, H, J, F, x , and D from the previous section.
Ž .We now describe the Schur indices of all the characters f g Irr L, x for
w x Ž Ž ..J F L F G. We denote by f the element of the Brauer group Br F f
Ž .determined by f. Hence, the Schur index m f of f over F is the orderF
w x Ž Ž .. ww xxof f as an element of the Brauer group Br F f . By Theorem A, x
w xcan be represented by Z, a , b , for appropriate Z, a , and b. Recall that D
w xis only defined up to isomorphism. We use Z, a , b to obtain a specific
representation for D, and, in it, we identify a specific element x g D. We
Ž .set I s C Z .G
Žw x. qNOTATION 5.1. We take D s D Z, a , b and x s 1 m f m 1, where
w xq s G : I .
Remark 5.2. By Proposition 2.7, x g D , where i is the smallest poweri 00
Ž .  4 < I <of g in I. Furthermore, x g D l C G _ 0 and x s a . These proper-0 i D0
< < =ties characterize x uniquely up to multiplication by I th roots of 1 in F ,
see the remarks before Notation 1.5. Hence, in view of Corollary 1.7, x is
uniquely determined from a and D by these properties, up to conjugation
by an automorphism of D.
THEOREM 5.3. With Notation 5.1, there exists an isomorphism of D with
Ž . Ž .D A , with A s End M for an appropriate x-quasi-homogeneous non-zeroF J
ŽFH-module M, yielding a parametrization of the irreducible characters see
.Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2 with the following properties. Let J F L F H
Ž .and let c g Irr L, x . Set L s LrJ F G and I s L l I. Set S to be the sum
Ž .of D for l g I and Z s C L . Then, by Theorem 4.1, c s c where el L S Ž e, f .
is a primiti¤e idempotent of Z , and f : eZ ‹ F is an F-monomorphism.L L
Furthermore,
F s F c s f eZ .Ž .Ž .0 Ž e , f . L
We ha¤e that eS is a central simple commutati¤e LrI-algebra o¤er F , that0
LrI acts faithfully on eS, and that
ymc s br LrI , eS, f ex b g Br F ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž e , s . 0
w xwhere m s I : I and b is the image of b under the extension of scalars
Ž . Ž .Br F “ Br F .0
Proof. Let N be a x-quasi-homogeneous module over F such that
Ž . w xEnd N is isomorphic to the tensor product of Z, a , b with some trivialF J
G-algebra. Take P and M s N m P as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then
Ž . w xA s End M is isomorphic to the tensor product of Z, a , b with someF J
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trivial G-algebra. By Definition 2.6 and Lemma 2.3, we get that, as
G-algebras,
U A s End M , Z m E a m D m T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F J
Ž .where D is a division algebra representing the element b g Br F , and T
Ž . ŽU .is a trivial G-algebra with C G s T. We use to identify these twoT
Ž Ž . .algebras. It can readily be checked that D Z m E a m D m T s Z m
w wG : I xx wG : I xF f m 1 m 1, where f is as in Definition 2.1, and Z m f m 1 m 1
is the space of homogeneous elements of grading i . As 1 m f wG : I x m 1 m 10
satisfies the conditions of Notation 5.1, we may choose an isomorphism of
Ž Ž . . wG : I xD with D Z m E a m D m T sending x to 1 m f m 1 m 1, and we
Ž Ž . .use this isomorphism to identify D and D Z m E a m D m T . Hence,
with these conventions, we have
D s D A s D Z m E a m D m TŽ . Ž .Ž .
and
x s 1 m f wG : I x m 1 m 1.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have, with our identifications, that
Ž Ž ..Z s Z End M . As eZ commutes with L and is isomorphic to FL FL L 0
under f, we may view eM as an F L-module. By the considerations of0
w xLemma 3.2, as such, eM is c-homogeneous. Hence, the class c is
Ž . Ž .represented by End eM s e End M when viewed as an algebraF L FL0
over F . Now0
End M s C L , C L m D m T .Ž . Ž . Ž .FL A ZmEŽa .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..We have Z End M s Z , Z C L and we may view e as aFL L ZmEŽa .
Ž Ž ..primitive idempotent of Z C L . It follows thatZmEŽa .
** e End M , eC L m D m T .Ž . Ž . Ž .FL ZmEŽa .
p pw x Ž . w x w xHence S , Z m F f and Z , C L m F f , with p s G : I , andL Z
Ž p. m Ž w p x.1 m f corresponds to x . By Lemma 2.5, e Z m F f is a commuta-
pŽ Ž . w x. Ž .tive central simple LrI-algebra over e C L m F f and eC LZ ZmEŽa .
pŽ Ž . w x.is a central simple algebra over e C L m F f which represents theZ
element
p yp pw x w xbr LrI , e Z m F f , e 1 m f g Br e C L m F f .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Z
Applying the isomorphisms, this translates into the following. First, eS,
when viewed as an LrI-algebra over F , is central simple and LrI acts0
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Ž .faithfully on it. Second, eC L , when viewed as an algebra over F , isZmEŽa . 0
central simple and represents the element
ymbr LrI , eS, f ex g Br F .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
UUŽ .The result then follows from .
We are now ready to prove Theorem B.
THEOREM B. Let H be a finite group and let J be a normal subgroup of H.
Assume that HrJ s G is cyclic and let g be a fixed generator for G. Let0
Ž .x g Irr H and let F be a field of characteristic zero that contains all the
H Ž . ww xx Ž .¤alues of Res x . Let x g S G, F be the equi¤alence class of G-alge-J
ww xx w xbras associated with x . By Theorem A, x is represented by Z, a , b , for
an appropriate triple. Let K be the field of ¤alues o¤er F of any irreducible
H Ž . Ž .character in Res x , and let I s C Z be the inertia group. Let L be anyJ G
Ž .subgroup between J and H, and let c g Irr L, x . Then, there exists some
=Ž . < < Ž Ž . .b g F c such that b is an I th root of a with I s LrJ l I , and
y1w xc s br K c rF c , b b g Br F c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž ..where the product is in the Brauer group Br F c and b is the image of b
Ž . Ž Ž ..under the extension of scalars map Br F “ Br F c .
Furthermore, if l is any linear character of G, then the b X associated with
GŽ . Ž .the irreducible character Res l c g Irr L, x can be taken to beL
b X s l i bŽ .1
where i is the smallest power of g in I.1 0
Proof. We use Theorem 5.3 and its notation. Then, c s c where eŽ e, f .
is a primitive idempotent of Z , and f : eZ ‹ F is an F-monomorphism.L L
Ž . Ž . Ž m. Ž . < I <Furthermore, F c s f eZ . We set b s f ex g F c . As x s aL
and f is an F-algebra monomorphism, we have that b < I < s a . In addition,
Ž .eS is a central simple commutative LrI-algebra over F c , where LrI
acts faithfully on eS, and
y1c s br LrI , eS, b b g Br F c ,Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž e , f .
Ž Ž ..where the product is in the Brauer group Br F c and b is the image of b
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .under the extension of scalars map Br F “ Br F c . By Theorem 3.4 2 ,
Z is the direct product of copies of K. As eS is generated as an algebra by
Ž .eZ and eZ, it follows that eS is a direct sum of copies of K f . ByL
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Remark 1.8 and Proposition 1.9, it follows that
y1 y1br LrI , eS, b s br K c rF c , b .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
w xThis proves that the formula given in the theorem for c is correct.
Let now l: G “ F be any linear character of G. Let i be the smallest0
power of g in I. By the proof of Theorem 3.4, there exists some j g i0 0 0
Ž .such that x j / 0, and the conjugacy class sum S of the conjugacy class0
Ž . Ž . Ž .of j in H is such that r S g D A l C G . By the remarks before0 i A0
Ž . =Notations 1.5 and 5.1, we have that x s nr S , for some n g F . Hence,
m m Ž m. Ž m. X Ž X m.x s n r S . By our definition b s f ex and b s f9 e x , where
Ž X X. GŽ .e , f is the pair associated with Res l c . By Remark 3.3, we haveL
b s f ex m s n mv Sm and b X s fX eX x m s n mvX Sm ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where v and vX are the central characters associated with f and fX,
respectively. Since every summand of Sm is an element of the coset
m XŽ m. Ž . Ž m. X Ž .i s i g HrJ, it follows that v S s l i v S . Hence, b s l i b.1 0 1 1
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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